
FunVax: Fundamentalist Vaccine 

Pentagon Video, Document Reveal Aerial Vaccination Plan 

 

"In non-conflict zones, effectiveness [of the fundamentalist vaccine] could be measured by a 

decrease in the people attending religious activities."  

  -- Quarterly Report on the Pentagon's FunVax (Fundamentalist Vaccine), 6/1/07 

 

Dear friends, 

The Pentagon may vaccinate large populations in the Middle East with what is being called 

FunVax – a fundamentalist vaccine. As explained by Pentagon researchers, the FunVax uses 

an airborne virus to indiscriminately infect populations considered high risk for religious 

fundamentalism. The virus in this vaccine purportedly has been tested and shown to reduce 

fundamentalism and religiosity in all who are infected by damaging what is called the "God 

gene."  

Though this may sound like some bizarre science fiction novel, the four-minute Pentagon video 

presentation and official FunVax report below show that this vaccine against fundamentalism is 

actively being tested for implementation. As it has been a few years since this date of this video 

and report, it is entirely possible this program has already been started.  

Four-minute Pentagon video presentation of FunVax dated April 13, 2005 

 

http://www.personalgrowthcourses.net/video/health/pengtagon_vaccine_modify_behavior 

Government report on the fundamentalist vaccine: Quarterly FunVax Review, June 1, 

2007 

 

http://www.wanttoknow.info/health/funvax070601.pdf 

There is some possibility that the above video and document are faked. But if they are, it is very 

intelligent disinformation. Who would spend all of the time and money required to come up with 

such a sophisticated and coherent story? And why? Knowing how science and the military often 

work together, a program like this is all too possible. I once attended a lecture by Al Gore's 

science advisor in which he said he had been invited to see some of the most secret biological 

research programs being undertaken by the U.S. military. He said it gave him nightmares for 

months.  

For those who doubt the government would carry out such a campaign, consider a July 12, 2011 

New York Times report that the CIA organized a fake vaccine drive to get Osama bin Laden's 

family DNA. It appears that health care workers were used knowing or unknowingly on a 

http://www.personalgrowthcourses.net/video/health/pengtagon_vaccine_modify_behavior
http://www.wanttoknow.info/health/funvax070601.pdf
http://www.wanttoknow.info/a-vaccination-ruse-used-pursuit-bin-laden


clandestine mission as part of a deliberate policy of the U.S. government. An article in the 

Washington Post quotes a senior U.S. official as stating, “The vaccination campaign was part of 

the hunt for the world’s top terrorist, and nothing else."  

According to the FunVax report above, the fundamentalist vaccine is prepared using "a viral 

vector that will inhibit/decrease the expression of VMAT2 within a human population. The 

VMAT2 gene, also referred to as the "God gene," has received wide coverage in the media. It is 

the gene which has been shown to have the most relationship to spirituality. Time magazine 

featured the God gene story on it's front cover on Oct. 25, 2004. For the fascinating article on 

VMAT2 in that issue of Time, titled, "Religion: Is God in Our Genes?", click here. 

So the Pentagon has found a way to decrease religious fervor using an airborne vaccine. 

What are the ethical implications of this? Do we really want to get involved in 

manipulating people's genes, especially when those subjected to this are not being 

informed? Do we really want to decrease spirituality in unknowing citizens through a 

vaccine? And why isn't this disturbing news being reported and debated in the major 

media? 

The Pentagon report states that tests have been conducted on six different methods of dispersing 

the virus: "high altitude release, water supply release, insect transmission, diffusion by a ground 

level object such as a car, diffusion from a stationary object such as a bottle and infection of food 

supply such as cattle or produce." You have to wonder where these tests were conducted and on 

whom. The minutes of the report also mention discussion of a "proposal for a suicide gene."  

Here's a quote from the FunVax report's recommendations section: 

Of the 600 variants of Vesicular Stomatitiis Virus tested, VSV287 had the greatest decrease of 

VMAT2 within mice. However, this may not be the case for human subjects. All 600 strains of 

VSV should be retested on human subjects in the clinical group. 

Once again, we have to ask who these human subjects will be. Will they be informed of what is 

happening and give their consent? Would anyone in their right mind give consent to have one of 

their key genes altered? We know in the past that low-ranking soldiers were used for tests like 

this and recruited with special bonuses, but not told about the real objectives of the test. For a 

long list of secret government tests in which soldiers, prisoners, and even the general public 

were unknowingly treated like human guinea pigs, click here (links provided to verify each 

case). 

Of the behavioral indicators which would determine effectiveness of the vaccine mentioned in 

the report, one states, "In non-conflict zones, effectiveness could be measured by a decrease in 

the people attending religious activities." A second indicator mentions "measurable increase in ... 

telephone, email, and other forms of communication that express discontent with religion or 

God.  
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The FunVax report concludes that "high atmospheric dispersal or dispersal by ground level 

moving objects appear to be the most practical. Once initial dispersal is accomplished, infection 

will be transmitted person to person." Atmospheric dispersal would likely use what has been 

referred to as chemtrails. Many have claimed chemtrails are simply paranoid fantasies of 

conspiracy theorists. This document and other easily verifiable information on chemtrails 

available at this link prove that jets have been used to spread substances on the unsuspecting 

general population numerous times.  

A final concluding note in the FunVax report states that "complete knockout of VMAT2 in 

mice as well as monkeys has shown to be lethal." So the God gene is apparently necessary for 

life. Yet the Pentagon is planning to use this vital gene to manipulate people's beliefs. Why isn't 

the media investigating this major story? Please help to make up for the sad failure of the media 

and spread this news to your friends and colleagues far and wide. Together, we can make a 

difference. 

With best wishes for a better world, 

Fred Burks for PEERS and the WantToKnow.info Team 

Former language interpreter for Presidents Bush and Clinton 

Note: For the claimed origin of the above video and report, click here. For a published scientific 

study showing that experiments on manipulating VMAT2 (the "God gene") are ongoing, click 

here. And for another published scientific article discussing genetic engineering of spirituality, 

click here. If anyone has more recent, reliable information on the FunVax, please contact us at 

this link. 
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